Abstract. We study the vector-valued positive dyadic operator
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Abstract. We study the vector-valued positive dyadic operator
where the coefficients {λ Q ∶ C → D} Q∈D are positive operators from a Banach lattice C to a Banach lattice D. We assume that the Banach lattices C and D * each have the Hardy-Littlewood property. An example of a Banach lattice with the Hardy-Littlewood property is a Lebesgue space.
In the two-weight case, we prove that the L
(ω) boundedness of the operator T λ ( ⋅ σ) is characterized by the direct and the dual L ∞ testing conditions:
Here L p C (σ) and L q D (ω) denote the Lebesgue-Bochner spaces associated with exponents 1 < p ≤ q < ∞, and locally finite Borel measures σ and ω.
In the unweighted case, we show that the L p C (µ) → L p D (µ) boundedness of the operator T λ ( ⋅ µ) is equivalent to the endpoint direct L ∞ testing condition:
This condition is manifestly independent of the exponent p. By specializing this to particular cases, we recover some earlier results in a unified way. Notation E A Banach lattice (E, ⋅ E , ≤).
The positive cone of a Banach lattice, E + ∶= {e ∈ E ∶ e ≥ 0}. (µ) .
Introduction and the main results
Let (C, ⋅ C , ≤) and (D, ⋅ D , ≤) be Banach lattices. We consider the vector-valued positive dyadic operator T λ ( ⋅ σ) defined as follows: For every locally integrable function f ∶ R d → C, the function
where D is a finite collection of dyadic cubes on R d , σ is a locally finite Borel measure, and {λ Q ∶ C → D} Q∈D are positive operators.
Let L p C (σ) and L q D (ω) denote the Lebesgue-Bochner spaces associated with the exponents 1 < p ≤ q < ∞, locally finite Borel measures σ and ω, and the Banach lattices C and D. We assume that C and D * each have the Hardy-Littlewood property. We characterize the two-weight norm inequality
by means of testing conditions. Furthermore, we characterize the unweighted norm inequality
by means of an end-point testing condition. Among the corollaries of this characterization is that the operator
is bounded for some p ∈ (1, ∞) if and only if it is bounded for every p ∈ (1, ∞).
A Banach lattice (C, ⋅ C , ≤) is a Banach space (C, ⋅ C ) equipped with a partial order ≤ that is compatible with the vector addition, the scalar multiplication, and the norm of the Banach space, and such that each pair of vectors has the least upper bound, or, in other words, the supremum. (The precise definition of a Banach lattice is given in Section 2. where the supremum is taken with respect to the order of the lattice. Definition 1.1 (Dyadic Hardy-Littlewood property). A Banach lattice (E, ⋅ E , ≤) has the dyadic Hardy-Littlewood property if for some p ∈ (1, ∞) there exists a finite constant C p,E such that
for every finite collection D of dyadic cubes.
Remark. The estimate (1.4) holds for some p ∈ (1, ∞) if and only if it holds for every p ∈ (1, ∞), as proven by García-Cuerva, Macías, and Torrea in [4] .
The Lebesgue space L r (A, A, α) associated with an exponent r ∈ (1, ∞) and a σ-finite measure space (A, A, α) is a Banach lattice that has the dyadic Hardy-Littlewood property, which is a choice of words for saying that the dyadic Fefferman-Stein vector-valued maximal inequality [3] holds:
b) A Köthe function space X with the Fatou property has the UMD property if and only if both X and its function space dual X ′ have the Hardy-Littlewood property, as proven by Bourgain, and Rubio de Francia (see [1] , and [19] ).
The Hardy-Littlewood property is studied by García-Cuerva, Macías, and Torrea in [4] and [5] . Among other things, they obtain various characterizations of the property. In fact, they define the Hardy-Littlewood property by means of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator with the supremum taken over centered balls, whereas we define it with the supremum taken over dyadic cubes. In any case, for the Lebesgue measure, these maximal functions are comparable, as explained in Section A.1.
By duality, the norm inequality (1.2) for the operator
for the adjoint operator T *
The localized versions T R of the operator T and the localized version T * R of its adjoint T * are defined by
The characterization of the norm inequality (1.2) is obtained by weakening it and its dual (1.5) by restricting the class of functions and by localizing the operator T and its adjoint T * as in (1.6). Thus, we obtain the direct and the dual L ∞ testing condition: .1), and the localizations T λ,R ( ⋅ σ) and
where the testing constants T and T * are the least constants in the testing conditions (1.7a) and (1.7b 
We note that, in the real-valued case (that is, C = D = R), the L ∞ testing conditions (1.7) can be rephrased as the Sawyer testing conditions:
Such testing conditions were used by Sawyer [20] to characterize the boundedness of a large class of integral operators
with non-negative kernels, in particular, fractional integrals and Poisson integrals. In the real-valued case
, Theorem 1.3 was first proven • for p = q = 2 by Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg [15] by the Bellman function technique, • and for 1 < p ≤ q < ∞ by Lacey, Sawyer, and Uriarte-Tuero [11] by techniques that are similar to the ones used by Sawyer [20] ;
Alternative proofs were obtained
• by Treil [22] by splitting the summation over dyadic cubes in the dual pairing by the condition 'σ(Q)(⟨f
• and by Hytönen [7] by splitting the summation by using parallel stopping cubes. This technique originates from the work of Lacey, Sawyer, Shen, and Uriarte-Tuero [10, Version 1] on the two-weight boundedness of the Hilbert transform.
For an exponent s ∈ (1, ∞), and a collection {β Q } Q∈D of non-negative real numbers, consider the particular vector-valued case
(ω), and the particular class of operators T λ β ( ⋅ σ) defined by
(We note that this is the operator (1.1) associated with the following coefficients: For each Q ∈ D, for every r ∈ R, the sequence λ β,Q r ∈ ℓ s (D) is componentwise defined by setting (λ β,Q r) R ∶= δ Q,R β Q r for every R ∈ D.) In this case, Theorem 1.3 was proven
• by Scurry [21] by adapting Lacey, Sawyer, and Uriarte-Tuero's [11] proof
In this paper, the characterization by the L ∞ testing conditions is extended to Banach lattices with the Hardy-Littlewood property. Note that this generality also has the advantage of being symmetric with respect to T and T * , which simplifies the notation.
We prove Theorem 1.3 by using parallel stopping cubes, similarly as in Hytönen's [7] proof of the real-valued case L p (σ) → L q (ω) of the theorem. However, because of the vector-valuedness, we need to choose the stopping cubes by a different stopping condition: Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure, and let (E, ⋅ E , ≤) be a Banach lattice. For each dyadic cube F , its stopping children ch F (F ) are defined as the maximal dyadic cubes
where the supremum is taken with respect to the order of the lattice. Note that, in the right-hand side of the stopping condition (1.10), there appears the dyadic lattice Hardy-Littlewood maximal functionM
To control the averages appearing in the stopping condition (1.10), we assume that the operatorM
is bounded. However, we want to obtain an estimate for the operator norm of the operator
such that the estimate depends on the measures σ and ω only via the testing contants. In particular, we do not want the estimate to depend on the measure σ via the operator norm of the auxiliary operatorM
as a consequence of the geometry of the Banach lattice E itself, which we can do, thanks to the following theorem: Theorem 1.4 (Universal norm bound for the dyadic lattice Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, [17] and [9] ). Let
for all locally finite Borel measures µ.
Remark. This theorem follows from either the technique [17] or, as communicated to the author by M. Kemppainen, the technique [9] . For reader's convenience, the proof is presented in Section A.2.
Thus, it is the proof technique of stopping cubes, in particular, the stopping condition (1.10) , that leads us to consider the class of Banach lattices that have the Hardy-Littlewood property. The author is unaware of whether the statement, the characterization of the two-weight boundedness by the L ∞ testing conditions, holds without assuming the Hardy-Littlewood property (see Question 6.2).
Next, we characterize the
boundedness of the operator T λ ( ⋅ σ) in the case that the measures σ and ω satisfy the A ∞ condition with respect to each other. In particular, this includes the unweighted case σ = ω = µ. By duality, the norm inequality (1.2) is equivalent to the bilinear norm inequality
.
Again, by restricting the class of functions and by localizing the operator, we obtain the L ∞ dual pairing testing condition:
of a measure σ with respect to a measure ω is defined by
where, for each R ∈ D, the localized Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator 
where the dual pairing testing constant B is the least constant in the dual pairing testing condition (1.12) . Here, the A ∞ characteristics are defined as in (1.13) , 
More corollaries, among which is is an alternative proof for an embedding theorem by Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg [16, Theorem 3.1] , are stated in Section 5.
Next, we point out that the assumption that the Banach space has the HardyLittlewood property can be replaced by assuming that the measure is doubling, or by strenghtening the testing condition. In the unweighted case
, this reads as: Theorem 1.7 (L ∞ testing condition together with an additional assumption implies the boundedness). Let p ∈ (1, ∞). Let (E, ⋅ E , ≤) be a Banach lattice. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Then, the operator
if any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1.14)
for every R ∈ D, and every f ∈ L ∞ E (R, µ), and, additionally, the Banach lattice E has the Hardy-Littlewood property.
ii) The operator T λ ( ⋅ ) satisfies the endpoint direct L ∞ testing condition (1.14), and, additionally, the measure µ is doubling.
iii) The operator T λ ( ⋅ ) satisfies, for some t ∈ (p, ∞), the endpoint direct L t testing condition:
We remark that the L ∞ testing condition has been used to characterize
boundedness in at least the following instances:
• Let (E, ⋅ E , ≤) be a Banach lattice. By using the theory of vector-valued singular integrals, García-Cuerva, Macías, and Torrea [4] proved that the smooth lattice Hardy-
E is bounded if and only if it satisfies the end-point direct L
∞ testing condition (1.14). An alternative proof for this is given in Section A.3 by using stopping cubes.
• Let (E, ⋅ E ) be a UMD space. By using stopping cubes, the author and Hytönen [6] proved that the operator-
We conclude the introduction by comparing the testing conditions. Observe that the direct L ∞ testing condition (1.7a) or the dual L ∞ testing condition (1.7b) each imply, by Hölder's inequality, the L ∞ dual pairing testing condition (1.12). Furthermore, the direct L t testing condition,
for every R ∈ D, and every f ∈ L t C (σ, R), implies, again by Hölder's inequality, the direct L ∞ testing condition (1.7a). Altogether, the testing constants satisfy the comparision:
The L ∞ testing condition (1.7a) can be viewed as the limiting case (t = ∞) of the L t testing condition (1.16). Furthermore, the L ∞ dual pairing testing condition (1.12) is, by duality, equivalent to the end-point direct L ∞ condition or the end-point dual L ∞ condition:
, these conditions can be viewed as the limiting case of the L ∞ testing conditions (1.7).
Preliminaries

Rudiments of Banach lattices.
A lattice (C, ≤) is a set equipped with a partial order relation ≤ such that for every c, d ∈ C there exists the least upper bound c ∨ d and the greatest lower bound c ∧ d.
is both a real Banach space (C, ⋅ C ) and a lattice (C, ≤) so that both structures are compatible:
ii) r ≥ 0 and c ≥ 0 implies rc ≥ 0, for every r ∈ R and c ∈ C.
iii) c C = c C , and 0
Here, the positive part c + of a vector c ∈ C is defined by c + ∶= c ∨ 0, the negative part c − by c − ∶= −c ∨ 0, and the absolute value c by c ∶= c ∨ −c.
From the existence of the pairwise supremum (in other words, the least upper bound), it follows that for every finite set there exists the supremum. This supremum can be computed by taking pairwise suprema and using the recursive formula
From the definitions, it follows that c = c + − c − , and c = c + + c − for every c ∈ C. This splitting implies that, for every linear operator T ∶ C → D from a Banach lattice C to another D, the norm estimate T c D ≲ c C holds for all c ∈ C if and only if it holds for all c ∈ C such that c ≥ 0.
The Lebesgue-Bochner space L p C (σ) associated with a Banach lattice (C, ⋅ C , ≤) is again a Banach lattice. The order is defined by using the lattice order pointwise:
Dual of a Banach lattice.
The dual C * of a Banach lattice C is also a Banach lattice, provided that it is equipped with the lattice order defined as follows:
In this paper, it is implicitly understood that the dual of a Banach lattice is equipped with this lattice order. The supremum c 
Stopping families and dyadic analysis.
2.2.1. Terminology. Let S be a collection of dyadic cubes. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure.
• S-children of S ∈ S, denoted by ch S (S), are defined by
• S-parent of Q ∈ D, denoted by π S (Q), is defined by
By taking the complement, this is equivalent to the condition that, for every S ∈ S,
In the case that the constant c is not explicitly specified, we use the con-
In the case that the constant C is not explicitly specified, we use the convention that C = 2.
• For each Q ∈ D, let ch S (Q) be a collection of pairwise disjoint dyadic subcubes of Q. We say that S is the family starting at a dyadic cube S 0 and defined by the children ch S if S is defined recursively as follows:
Basic lemmas. The dyadic (real-valued) Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator
Lemma 2.2 (Universal norm bound for the dyadic Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator). Let 1 < p ≤ ∞. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Then
Lemma 2.3 (Dyadic Carleson embedding theorem). Let 1 < p < ∞. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let E be a Banach space. Suppose that S is a sparse collection. Then
Lemma 2.4 (L p -variant of Pythagoras' theorem, Lemma 2.7 in [6] ). Let 1 ≤ p < ∞. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let E be a Banach space. Assume that S is a sparse collection of dyadic cubes. Assume that {f S } S∈S is a collection of E-valued functions such that every f S is supported on S and constant on each S ′ ∈ ch S (S).
2.3.
Equivalence of the A ∞ condition and the Carleson condition. The equivalence presented in this section is well-known. However, for reader's convenience, we represent a proof for it.
Lemma 2.5 (Equivalence of the A ∞ condition and the Carleson condition). Let σ and ω be locally finite Borel measures. Then the measure σ satisfies the A ∞ condition with respect to the measure ω if and only if every ω-Carleson collection is also σ-Carleson. Quantitatively,
where
Proof. First, we prove that
Let G be the stopping family starting at H 0 and defined by
Observe that the collection G is ω-sparse because
Moreover, observe that π G (H) = G implies that H satisfies the opposite of the stopping condition. Altogether,
• The sets E G (G) are pairwise disjoint and satisfy
Again, let G be the stopping family starting at Q 0 and defined by
, and 1 Q0 = ∑ G∈G 1 E G (G) ω-almost everywhere. Moreover, since G is ω-sparse, it is ω-Carleson:
Weighted characterizations
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5.
3.1. Particular family of stopping cubes.
Lemma 3.1 (Properties of a particular stopping family). Let E be a Banach lattice. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let D be a finite collection of dyadic cubes. Let f ∶ R d → E + be a locally integrable, positive function. For each dyadic cube F ∈ D, the stopping children ch F (F ) of F is defined as the collection of all the maximal dyadic cubes
Let F be the stopping family defined by the stopping children ch F . For each F ∈ F , define the auxiliary function
Then, the following conditions are satisfied:
c) Each auxiliary function f F satisfies the replacement rule
Proof. First, we check that each auxiliary function satisfies the L ∞ estimate. We note that the condition π F (Q) = F implies that Q satisfies the opposite of the stopping condition. Now, fix x ∈ ⋃ Q∈D∶π F (Q)=F Q. Let Q x be the minimal (which exists since the collection D is finite) dyadic cube such that π F (Q x ) = F and Q ∋ x. Since the cube Q x satisfies the opposite of the stopping condition (3.1), we have
Next, we check that F is sparse. By the stopping condition (3.1),
Dividing out the factor ⟨ sup Q∈D ⟨f ⟩
µ(F ). Finally, we observe that the replacement follows from positivity:
Remark. Instead of the stopping condition (3.1), we could use the stopping condition
which in the real-valued case (that is, E = R) coalesces with the MuckenhouptWheeden principal cubes stopping condition ⟨f ⟩
The stopping family defined by the condition (3.3) is sparse, because
and the auxiliary function f F ∶= sup π F (Q)=F ⟨f ⟩ µ Q 1 Q associated with the stopping family satisfies the estimate
because of a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
3.2.
Proof of the two weight characterization. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof. We prove the norm estimate (1.2) by using duality. Let f ∈ L p C (σ) be such that f ≥ 0, and g ∈ L q ′ D * (ω) be such that g ≥ 0. By writing out the definition of the operator,
First, we define stopping families. Associated with f ∈ L p C (σ), let F be the stopping family defined by the stopping children
Similarly, let G be the stopping family associated with g ∈ L q ′ D * (ω).
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Next, we rearrange the summation by means of the stopping cubes. We use the notation π(Q) = (F, G) to indicate that π F (Q) = F and π G (Q) = G. We have
because of the following observations:
By symmetry, it suffices to consider the summation S G⊆F in the inequality (3.4). Under the condition π G (Q) = (F, G), we can write
which follows from the following observations:
the latter of which is excluded by the condition
(3.7)
• By positivity,
Combining (3.4) and (3.5) yields, by positivity,
Hölder's inequality, the direct L ∞ testing condition (1.7a), and Hölder's inequality with the exponents p and q ′ (which holds because, by assumption,
, we obtain
Next, we estimate the second factor in the right-most side of the inequality (3.8).
We now invoke the properties of the stopping cubes that are stated in Lemma 3.1:
, and the collection F is σ-sparse. Therefore, by the dyadic Carleson embedding theorem (Lemma 2.3), and by the universal bound for the dyadic lattice HardyLittlewood maximal function (Theorem 1.4), we obtain
Finally, we estimate the first factor in the right-most side of the inequality (3.8). Again, the collection G is ω-sparse. Using the L p -variant of Pythagoras' theorem (Lemma 2.4), and the rearrangement
The proof is completed by the estimate
, which is checked as Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.2. Let 1 < p ≤ ∞. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let E be a Banach space. Assume that S is a sparse collection of dyadic cubes. Let
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Proof. Note that, for each S, the sets {S ′ } S ′ ∈ch S (S) are pairwise disjoint, and the sets {E S (S)} S∈S are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, by Hölder's inquality,
Using the dyadic Carleson embedding theorem (Lemma 2.3) completes the proof.
3.3.
Proof of the A ∞ weights characterization. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 1.5.
Proof. Following verbatim the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1.3 (in particular, the stopping families are defined similarly), we arrive at:
By symmetry, it suffices to consider the first summation S G⊆F . Under the condition π(Q) = (F, G), we obtain, by positivity, that
Combining (3.10) and (3.11) yields, by positivity, 
Since G is ω-sparse, it is ω-Carleson, which follows from the observation
By assumption, σ satisfies the A ∞ condition with respect to ω. By Lemma 2.5, the ω-Carleson collection G is also σ-Carleson. Hence,
The proof is completed by estimating each factor on the right-hand side of this inequality as in (3.9).
Unweighted characterization under alternative assumptions
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.7. First, we reduce the theorem to the existence of an auxiliary collection F of dyadic cubes, and an auxiliary family {f F } F ∈F of functions (Lemma 4.1). Then, we construct these auxiliary quantities by using stopping conditions. 4.1. Reduction to the existence of a stopping family. Lemma 4.1 (Reduction of the characterization). Let E be a Banach lattice. Let 1 < p < t ≤ ∞. Let f ∶ R d → E + be a non-negative, locally integrable function. Assume that there exists a collection F of dyadic cubes and a family {f F } F ∈F of auxiliary functions that satisfy the following properties:
a) The family {f F } F ∈F satisfies the replacement rule:
b) The family {f F } F ∈F satisfies the norm estimate:
Here,
is an auxiliary operator that is bounded with
For example, I can be the identity operator. c) We have the norm estimate:
Furthermore, assume that the operator
for every R ∈ D, and f ∈ L t E (R, µ). Then, we have the norm estimate
Proof of Lemma 4.1. By the L
p variant of Pythagoras' theorem (Lemma 2.4), and by the replacement rule (4.1), we obtain
The first factor is estimated by the norm estimate (4.3). For the second factor, from the endpoint L t testing condition (4.4), and the norm estimate for the auxiliary functions (4.2), it follows that
Altogether,
By Hölder's inequality, the dyadic Carleson embedding theorem (Lemma 2.3), and the assumption that
Dividing out the factor T (f µ)
completes the proof. 
4.2.
We have the measure condition:
• (Keeping the estimate for each family of auxiliary functions) If
, then, by maximality, Q satisfies neither the condition A nor the condition B. Now, by the reduction (Lemma 4.1), Theorem 1.7 follows from using the stopping conditions of Table 1 Table 1 . Let E be a Banach lattice, µ a locally finite Borel measure, and f ∶ R d → E + a positive, locally integrable function. Let F ∈ D. The stopping children ch F (F ) of F determined by a stopping condition is defined as the collection of all the maximal 
A'
In the cases A, B, and C, the auxiliary function f F satisfies the replacement rule:
The stopping children ch F (F ) determined by each stopping condition satiesfies the measure condition (sparseness): 
Then, (4.6)
and (4.7)
Proof. First, we check (4.6). By the stopping condition (4.5),
Dividing out the factor
µ(F ). Finally, we check (4.7). Fix x ∈ ⋃ Q∈D∶π F (Q)=F . Let Q x ∈ D be the minimal dyadic cube (which exists because, by assumption, the collection D is finite) such that π F (Q) = F and Q ∋ x. Note that π F (Q) = F implies that Q does not satisfy thestopping condition (4.5). Therefore,
for some dyadic cube Q 0 and some non-negative integer N . Let D * denote the collection of all the minimal dyadic cubes in a collection D of dyadic cubes. Define the finest averaging by E
Lemma 4.3 (Properties of the Muckenhoupt-Wheeden principal cubes)
. Let E be a Banach lattice. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let D be a truncated dyadic system. Let f ∶ R d → E + be a locally integrable, non-negative function.
For each dyadic cube F ∈ D, the stopping children ch F (F ) of F is defined as the collection of all the maximal dyadic cubes
a) The stopping children are sparse:
b) The terms of the auxiliary functions satisfy the norm estimates:
whereF ′ denotes the dyadic parent of F ′ . c) The auxiliary functions satisfy the replacement rules:
for the auxiliary function
and for the auxiliary function
Proof. First, we check the inequality (4.9a). By maximality, if
Therefore,
Next, we check the inequality (4.9b). On the one hand,
⟨ f E ⟩ μ F ′ , and, on the other hand, by the stopping condition,
; combining these estimates yields the inequality (4.9b).
Next, we note that the inequality (4.9c) follows from Lemma 4.4 together with the stopping condition:
Finally, we check the replacement rule (4.10). Assume that π F (Q) = F . We write
Assume that Q and F ′ are such that F ′ ∩Q ≠ ∅. Then, by dyadic nestedness, either
Remark. We note that if the collection D is such that it contains cubes Q ∈ D shrinking to almost every point x ∈ E F (F ), then, by the Lebesgue differentiation theorem,
The finest averaging operator E µ D * appears in the lemma because we assume that the collection D is finite (and, therefore, has no shrinking cubes).
This appearance is harmless when we are considering quantities that only take into account the finest averaging:
, and, whenever D is a truncated dyadic system,
we may assume that D is a truncated dyadic system (by including some zero coefficients λ Q , if necessary).
Lemma 4.4 (Lemma 3.3 in [13] , by López-Sánchez, Martell, and Parcet). Let 1 ≤ p < ∞. Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let h be a non-negative realvalued function. Let {R} be a collection of pairwise disjoint dyadic cubes. Then
Corollaries
In this section, we state some corollaries of the characterization of the boundedness of the operator
by the dual pairing testing condition (1.12), or, equivalently, by the endpoint testing condition (1.17a).
First, Theorem 1.5 provides an alternative proof for the following well-known John-Nirenberg-type inequality:
Corollary 5.1 (John-Nirenberg-type inequality). Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let {λ Q } Q∈D be non-negative real numbers. Then, for each 1 < p < ∞, we have
Proof. The equivalence follows from observing that the left-hand side of the inequality is the end-point direct L ∞ testing constant (1.17a) and the right-hand side is the direct L ∞ testing constant (1.7a) for the operator
The next embedding theorem was proven by Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg [16] by using the Bellman function method; an alternative proof for this theorem is provided by Theorem 1.5. 
Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
iii) The direct testing constant
is finite for some
is finite. Quantitatively, we have:
Proof. We observe that T s s = C 1 s for every s ∈ (1, ∞). First, we prove that iii) implies iv) via the dual pairing testing. By Hölder's inequality, the direct testing condition implies the dual pairing testing condition:
Hence, by Theorem 1.5, we have
for every p ∈ (1, ∞), which in particular (for p = s 0 ) implies that
Next, we prove that iv) implies i) via the dual pairing testing condition. Again, by Hölder's inequality, for every s ∈ (1, ∞), we have
Finally, Theorem 1.5 provides an extension of the dyadic Carleson embedding theorem for the class of matrices whose all entries are non-negative: 
Proof. A well-known trick of depolarisation can be phrased as follows: Let (V, ⋅ V ) be a normed vector space, and let B( ⋅ , ⋅ ) ∶ V ×V → R be a symmetric bilinear form.
From this trick, it follows that
The left-hand side of the equation (5.2) is the dual pairing testing constant for the dual norm inequality
Questions about the borderline of the vector-valued testing conditions
The questions are posed in the unweighted case since the answers are unknown even in this case. The first question is about weakening the type of the testing condition in the characterization. The operator
for every R ∈ D, and every e ∈ E. This testing condition is weaker than the direct L ∞ testing conditions (1.7) in that S ≤ T. Note that, in the real-valued case, this testing condition and the L ∞ testing condition both coincide with the Sawyer testing condition (1.8). 
, follows from either of the following techniques:
• The boundedness of the dyadic real-valued maximal function is characterized by means of the existence of a Bellman function, by Nazarov and Treil [17, Section 1] . This characterization works also for the dyadic lattice maximal function.
• In the spirit of Burkolder's [2] characterization of the boundedness of the martingale transform, the boundedness of the martingale Rademacher maximal function is characterized by means of the existence of an auxiliary function with certain boundedness and concavity properties, by Kemppainen [9, Section 7] . This characterization works also for the dyadic lattice maximal function, once the Rademacher bound is replaced by the lattice supremum. This together with an unpublished manuscript containing the proof was communicated to the author by Kemppainen. For reader's convenience, we represent a proof for the universal bound. The universal bound follows from Proposition A.1 and Proposition A.2 together with the observation that Remark. Since every midpoint concave function that is locally bounded from below is concave (for a proof, see, for example, [9, Section 7] ), the function (f, F ) ↦ B(f, F, L) is in fact concave.
Proof from [17] . For each I ∈ D, the function B I (f, F, L) ∶ E + × R + × E + → R + is defined by Again, by self-similarity of the dyadic intervals, the functionB I does not depend on the dyadic interval I. Hence, it can be denoted byB. The functionB(f, F, A) has the following properties: i') (Boundedness from below) sup A P E ≤B(f, F, L) whenever 0 < f We remark that, in the case of the lattice supremum, the functionB(f, F, A) defined in (A.2) reduces to the Bellman function B(f, F, L) defined in (A.1) by using the identityB(f, F, A) = B(f, F, sup A), whereas, in the case of the Rademacher bound, there is no such a reduction. This is because the reduction is based on the identity sup{A ∪ B} = sup{sup A, sup B} for the lattice supremum, whereas there is no analogous identity for the Rademacher bound. Proof by a slight adaptation of [17] in the spirit of [9] . Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure. Let Q be a dyadic cube and let Q Since every every mid-point concave function that is locally bounded from below is in fact concave, the function (f, F ) ↦B(f, F, A) is in fact concave. From the properties of the Bellman function, it follows that ∞ E (R). This theorem was proven García-Cuerva, Macías, and Torrea [4] by applying the theory of vector-valued singular integrals to a smooth, linearized version of the lattice maximal function. Here, we give an alternative proof by using stopping cubes.
Alternative proof by stopping cubes. Let F be the stopping family defined by the following stopping children: For each F ∈ F , the children ch F (F ) are the maximal dyadic cubes F ′ ⊆ F such that (A. 5) sup
The stopping collection F is sparse because 
